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First book in the USA Today Bestselling seriesBeards, brothers, and bikers! Oh my!Identical twins

Beau and Duane Winston might share the same devastatingly handsome face, but where Beau is

outgoing and sociable, Duane is broody and reserved. This is why perpetually level-headed Jessica

James has been in naÃƒÂ¯ve and unhealthy infatuation with Beau Winston for most of her life.

Whereas Duane and Jessica have always been adversaries. She can&apos;t stand him, and

she&apos;s pretty sure he can&apos;t stand the sight of her...But after a case of mistaken identity,

Jessica finds herself in a massive confusion kerfuffle. Jessica James has spent her whole life

paralyzed by the fantasy of Beau and her assumptions of Duane&apos;s disdain; therefore

she&apos;s unprepared for the reality that is Duane&apos;s insatiable interest, as well as his hot

hands and hot mouth and hotter looks.When Jessica finds herself drawn to the man who was

always her adversary, how much of her level-head heart is she willing to risk?Truth or Beard is book

#1 in the Winston Brother&apos;s series. Each book is a standalone, full length, contemporary

romantic comedy/women&apos;s fiction novel, and follows the exploits and adventures of one of the

six Winston Brothers.
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One of the better written Romance books. I gave it 4 stars for the handful of spelling errors and

minor grammar mistakes, but other than that the story was really good. The writing was strong.

There were a few moments when her descriptions dragged more than necessary but not many,

which I find typical of this type of novel.I don't know if it's classified as "woman's fiction" or

"romance" but this book has basically no smut in it. I'm not saying a book has to have sex in it to be

good, but I was a bit annoyed that it opens up with a racy make out scene in the dark at a

Halloween gathering and builds up this "perfect" moment where the two protagonists are going to do

"Mattress Cartwheels" but then it happens and the sex is so anticlimactic, like a kindle page and a

half of how "amazing" she feels. Don't hype a sex scene that never happens. And if you're going to

add sex don't hype it as one of the plot line unless you're actually going to write it. That's my biggest

critique.

Great book! Loved the backstory with this couple. Loved how Duane's brothers forced him to move

along with his life without a plan. He didn't want to be like his father and took that to extremes when

it came to his own happiness. I still don't think we have the whole story surrounding Jessica (no

spoilers!!) and I wonder if that will come out in later books. I hope that we get glimpses of past

couples in future books!

I love the banter between Jess and Duane. I love Diana's relationship with his family. I love the

switch between the two voices which gives insight into both of their heads which makes some

confusing choices understandable...because people are complicated. I pretty much just love this

whole book.

This is a great friends to lovers trope with mistaken identity thrown in. Duane Winston has loved

Jessica since the age of 13 while she thought she loved his twin brother. Until Duane kissed her

and she realized Duane was the one who affected her the most.

Penny Reid writes beautifully layered stories, with strong funny women and equally strong and

charming heroes who love fiercely. I love getting swept away in her romances.



It's the first time reading this author book and it wasn't disappointing. I recommend this read its

funny, romantic and a start to a promising series.

The book was good enough that I would read others by this author. I wasn't really invested in the

biker genre but the love story was great and so was the family interaction.

This was my first book by Penny. This book has a little of everything to get your emotions

going...especially laughter. Can't wait to read more in the series and get to know all the Winston

brothers.
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